
Packaging
CS 346: Application Development

How to create robust, multi-platform installers.



What do we mean by packaging?
Our goal is to support users installing software in a way that’s appropriate for their operating system.


• e.g. executable in c:\Program Files for Windows; application bundle in the /Applications folder for 
macOS users.


As developers, this means not just compiling code, but ensuring that all other required steps can be 
supported.


“Proper” installation includes:


• Copying binaries and resources to the correct locations


• Registering services and resources with the OS


• Installing applications in the correct system location 


• (Optional) Installing any additional resources e.g. uninstaller, release notes.
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Packaging Tools
You have two main ways that you can package your application:
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Step Explanation

Option 1: launch scripts Include the ‘application’ plugin
“build - distribution - distZip or disTar”

Option 2: installers
Setup your project with modules and packages.
Use JLink to generate “fat” jar files.
Use JPackage to create platform installers.

Either of these options requires that you setup your project correctly.  We’ll discuss project setup first.



Project Setup
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Packages
In Java and Kotlin, the lowest grouping of classes is a package. Placing classes in the same 
package denotes that they are closely coupled and are intended to work together.


Package names are supposed to start with the reverse DNS name of the company or 
organization, followed by other identifiers. e.g. 

   ca.uwaterloo.cs346               // top-level package for the course 
  ca.uwaterloo.cs346.notes         // top-level package for a notes app 
  ca.uwaterloo.cs346.notes.model   // model classes 
  ca.uwaterloo.cs346.notes.view    // view classes


You denote a package by using the package declaration at the top of a class file. e.g. 

  package ca.uwaterloo.cs346.notes 

  class note { 

  // code goes here 
  }
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Packages
The gradle project directory needs to mirror the 
package structure (every dot indicates a sub-directory). 


e.g.

  package clock 
 package clock.model 
 package clock.view


These packages contain related classes and interfaces. 

i.e. view classes are grouped together, model classes 
are together and so on.


This works fairly well, but can result in very large 
packages with coarsely managed permissions.
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. 
└── clock 
    ├── Main.kt 
    ├── model 
    │   └── Model.kt 
    └── view 
        ├── ClockView.kt 
        ├── IView.kt 
        └── TimeView.kt 



Modules
Modules are a relatively new language introduction 
(Java 9+). 


A module represents a higher level of abstraction, that 
allows you to manage what permissions are exported 
from your code.


This allows us to, for example, keep most classes 
hidden from external use, and only expose specific  
classes. This is much better encapsulation. At least 
conceptually. 


How does it work? 


Think of a module as existing at the project level. 
When you set module permissions you’re really 
determining how that project will be exposed to other 
code.
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. 
└── clock 
    ├── Main.kt 
    ├── model 
    │   └── Model.kt 
    └── view 
        ├── ClockView.kt 
        ├── IView.kt 
        └── TimeView.kt 

This entire tree could be considered 
as a single module, containing two 
packages. We probably wouldn’t 

want to expose our Model (for 
instance) outside of the package.



module-info.java
To create a module, you just need to create a java/
module-info.java file in the root of your source tree.


This file describes what dependent your project requires, 
and how your packages should exported outside of the 
module.


Our clock example looks like this. The convention is to 
make the module name the same (or similar to) the top-level 
package name.


module clock {
    requires kotlin.stdlib;
    requires javafx.graphics;
    requires javafx.controls;
    exports clock;
    exports clock.model;
    exports clock.view;
}
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Multi-project builds?
Once you introduce modules into one project, you need to 
introduce them to every project that you are using.

e.g. you may have the following project structure. Each of 
these would require its own module-info.java file.

application/ 
console/ 
shared/ 

If the shared/ project is consumed by the other two projects, 
then they should flag it as a dependency. 

The module-info files to the right demonstrate this.
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module application {
    requires kotlin.stdlib;
    requires javafx.graphics;
    requires javafx.controls;
    requires shared;
    exports application;
}

module shared {
    requires kotlin.stdlib;
    exports shared;
}

It’s a good idea to get modules and packages setup early and maintain them. Some of the JDK tools, 
especially packaging tools, will behave erratically if modules aren’t setup properly.

sample-code / project-template



Option 1: Launch Scripts
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Example: Clock
To enable this option, add the application plugin to your build.gradle file. This will pull in the 
distribution - distZip/distTar tasks. Executing either of these will generate a compressed archive in the 
build/distribution folder. 

Unpacking that file produces the following directory structure. The lib/ subdirectory contains all of the 
libraries needed to run our application. The bin/ directory contains scripts to execute it.


├── bin 
│   ├── app 
│   └── app.bat 
└── lib 
    ├── annotations-13.0.jar 
    ├── app-1.0.0.jar 
    ├── javafx-base-18.0.2-mac-aarch64.jar 
    ├── javafx-base-18.0.2.jar 
    ├── javafx-controls-18.0.2-mac-aarch64.jar 
    ├── javafx-graphics-18.0.2-mac-aarch64.jar 
    ├── javafx-graphics-18.0.2.jar 
    ├── kotlin-stdlib-1.8.10.jar 
    ├── kotlin-stdlib-common-1.8.10.jar 
    ├── kotlin-stdlib-jdk7-1.8.10.jar 
    └── kotlin-stdlib-jdk8-1.8.10.jar 11

Running the top-level bin/app or bin/app.bat 
script will execute our application.



Option 2: platform installers
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Installer functionality
An installer is an application that can install another application. Installers can handle the 
complexities of installation that would difficult to do with scripts alone.


Tasks that the installer performs include:


• Copying application files to the correct location.


• Installing and registering system libraries.


• Making changes to the system registry (or similar system databases).


• Creating icons on the desktop, or applications folder.


• Prompting the user if any of these tasks require elevated privileges.


• Installing extra components, like readme.txt or license.txt
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We’ll use JPackage. There 
are commercial installers 

as well. e.g. JDeploy.



JLink & JPackage
The JDK provides two tools to help with packaging: 


• jLink creates a standalone runtime image (with all dependencies), and 


• jPackage creates installers using that image.


We will use the  Badass-JLink plugin page:


plugins { 
 id(“org.beryx.jlink”) version “2.26.0” 
} 

This will import Gradle tasks for jlink, jlinkZip, jpackage and jpackageImage. To configure packaging:


jlink { 
    forceMerge(“kotlin") // eliminates bug related to java+kotlin 
    launcher { 
        name = “clock”   // application name 

    } 
} 
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See the plugin web 
page for help and 

examples.

https://badass-jlink-plugin.beryx.org/releases/latest/


If you install the plugin correctly, then you should see the jpackage command in Gradle - 
build - jpackage. Run this and it will create platform-specific installers in the build/
distribution directory.


By default, JPackage can only create installers for the platform on which is is run. e.g. on 
macOS it will create macOS installers, Windows installers on Windows and so on.
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Example: on macOS, jpackage produces the 
following in the jpackage folder:


• clock.app       // executable 
• clock-1.0.0.dmg // drag-drop (right) 
• clock-1.0.0.pkg // wizard installer 


